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READING : for question ( 1-8 ) , choose the correct answer from A,B,C or D to 
complete each of the following sentences  
  

   Adeeb is going to visit the USA, France, the UK, Ireland, Belgium, Italy and Germany, 

where he will be staying with relatives. However, while he is in Germany, Adeeb will not be 

spending all his time sightseeing. He will be working with a specialist doctor to build the 

appendage.   Arafat Balasmeh  

1) Adeeb will be staying with his relatives in ………….. 

A. Italy and Germany          B. Germany                  C. UK                       D. USA 

Teachers can perhaps ask their students to start writing a blog, either about their own lives or 

as if they were someone famous. They can also create a website for the classroom. Students 

can contribute to the website, so for example they can post work, photos and messages. 

2) The suitable meaning for : to construct a website that currently doesn't exist is :  

A. contribute to website        B. create a website      C show a website        D. blog 

In just a few years’ time, experts say that billions of machines will be connected to each  

other and to the Internet .as a consequence , computers will increasingly run our lives for us  

For example, your fridge will know when you need more milk and add it to your online  

shopping list; your windows will close if it is likely to rain; your watch will record your heart  

rate and email your doctor. 

3) Different things and machines which will run our  life in the future such as :  

A. Watch and pens     B. fridge and shopping list   C. watch and fridge  D. pens and TV 

One doctor said, "I will always turn to conventional medical treatment first to ensure that no 

underlying condition is missed. However, the idea of complementary treatments is no longer 

an alien concept. In my opinion, it should work alongside modern medicine, and not against 

it."  Arafat Balasmeh 

4) The sentence which indicates that complementary medicine should complete 

conventional one is :  

A. It should work alongside modern medicine, and not against it. 

B. In my opinion, it should work alongside modern medicine 

C. In my opinion, it should work alongside modern medicine, and not against it. 

D. The idea of complementary treatments is no longer an alien concept. 
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   Most doctors used to be sceptical about the validity of homoeopathy, acupuncture and other 

forms of complementary medicine. If patients wanted to receive this kind of non-conventional 

treatment, they used to have to consult a private practitioner who was likely not to have a 

medical degree. Critics used to say that there was no scientific evidence that non-conventional 

treatments actually worked. 

5) The sentence which indicates that most doctors were not convinced with non-

conventional treatments is :  

A. Critics used to say that there was no scientific evidence that non-conventional medicine 

actually worked.   Arafat Balasmeh 

B. Most doctors used to be sceptical about the validity of homoeopathy, acupuncture and 

other forms of complementary medicine. 

C. They used to have to consult a practitioner who was likely not to have a medical degree 

D.    Most doctors used to be sceptical about the validity of homoeopathy 

Ibn Bassal also worked out how to irrigate the land by finding underground water and digging 

wells. He designed water pumps and irrigation systems. All of these things were passed on 

through his writing. 

6) Ibn Bassal has many achievements as a botanist one of them is : 

A. water pumps       B. underground water      C. digging wells      D. water system  

Ali ibn Nafi ’ is also known as ‘Ziryab’ (or ‘Blackbird’, because of his beautiful voice). He 

was a gifted pupil of a famous musician from Baghdad, and it was his talent for music that led 

him to Cordoba in the ninth century CE.  Arafat Balasmeh 

7) Ali Ibn Nafi was named with two other names , one of them is :  

A. Ali                 B. Ibn Nafi               C. Blackbird                   D. The Lion  

Al-Kindi was a physician, philosopher, mathematician, chemist ,musician and astronomer– a 

true polymath. He made ground-breaking discoveries in many of these fields, but it is 

probably his work in arithmetic and geometry that has made him most famous 

8) The word in the text which means “someone who has a lot of knowledge about many 

different subjects”                                      Arafat Balasmeh 

A. philosopher 

B. polymath 

C. arithmetic 

D. chemist 
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VOCABULARY : for question ( 9-18) , choose the correct answer from A,B,C or D to 

complete each of the following sentences :    Arafat Balasmeh 

9. My parents have saved enough money to …………….. our university courses. 
A. grow                    B. fund                   C. irrigate                      D.  prosthetic              
10. The nature reserve uses recycled water ,which helps the ……….. of the environment.  
A .philosopher             B. scholar                     C. carbon                 D. sustainability              
11.The King Hussein Cancer Center treats both adult and ………….. patients. 
A. pediatric                  B. cancer                         C. polymath          D. expansions            
12. Hospitals need to dispose of a lot of ……..……… waste because it can be dangerous. 
A. tiny                        B. sponsor                          C. biological            D. reputation  
13.More and more schools have begun posting their own homepages on the…………... . 
A. floppy disk             B. World Wide Web          C. computer chip       D. smartphones   
14. When do you ……………. To receive your test result ?  Arafat Balasmeh 
A. expectantly             B. expectancy                         C. expect                     D. expected 
15. Al-Kindi made many important mathematical.................... 
A. discover                   B. discoveries                         C. discovery                D. discovered 
16.The ……system must be linked with the requirements of social development . 
A. educational           B. educates                              C. educationally            D. educate  
17.Jordan has a--------------of being a friendly and welcoming country.  
A.repute                  B.reputation                                C. reputed                   D. reputedly 
18. An………….. was set up to offer classes in traditional skills. 
A. organise                   B. organisation                      c.  organisational           D.   organised    
GRAMMAR : for question ( 19-32 ) , choose the correct answer from A,B,C or D to complete 

each of the following sentences : 

19. The books that you ordered……………… by the end of the week.  
A. won't have arrived          B. won't arrive        C. arrives        D.is going to arrive 
20. The learning centre is ………..  many students from all over the world come to study. 
A. When                              B. where                    C. which           D. who  
21. Before the Internet ………….  , nobody had dreamt of online shopping 
A. invented                          B. was invented       C. were invented    D. invents 
22. We needed warm clothes when we went to London. We ………the cold weather. 
A. was used to                    B. weren’t used to           C. are used to       D. were used to 
23. He is the man ……………. daughter I met in Amman.   
A. Where                              B. whose                          C. who                 D. which   Arafat Balasmeh 
24. I come from Amman, but I ……. In Irbid for a few months.  
A.am staying                       B. stay                      C. had been staying       D. has been staying  
25. The person who ……………….. to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi. 
A. contributes                 B. contribute       C. contributed                D.is contributing 
26. The tunnel has linked the major cities since it ----------------- in 1964. 

A. introduce                         B. are introduced            C. introduced           D. was introduced 
27. Many Jordanian poems are now--------------into English, and people all over the world. 
A. translates                    B. is translating                 C. translated        D. were translated  
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28. How long have ……………. at this company? 
A. has been working              B had been working       C. been working        D. worked     
29. The government is planning ……….. new roads around the city.  
 A. build                       B. built                           C. to build               D. building 
30. It is not normal for my friend now to send emails.                       Arafat Balasmeh 
The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is  
A. My friend is used to sending emails.    Arafat Balasmeh         B. My friend was not used to sending emails  
C. My friend was used to sending emails.                       D.  My friend is not used to sending emails.   

31.  The first athletic event for disabled athletes took place in 1948 CE. 

The year ……………………………………………………………. 

A. which the first athletic event for disabled athletes took place was 1948. 

B. where the first athletic event for disabled athletes took place was 1948. 

C. when the first athletic event for disabled athletes took place was 1948. 

D. who the first athletic event for disabled athletes took place was 1948. 
32.    I think you should enrich your vocabularies.  

If I ………………………………………………………………                Arafat Balasmeh 

A. were you, I will enrich your vocabularies.     B. was you, I will enrich your vocabularies. 

C. were you, I would enrich your vocabularies   D. am you, I would enrich your vocabularies 

WRITING: for question (33 – 40), choose the correct answer from A, B, C or D. 

33. The concept of a …………. is always based on the benefits it brings to a community. 

A. mejaproject                 B. megaprogect           C. megaproject           D. megaprojekt.  

34. 

35. However, others are not so sure. They want to keep control of their own lives . 

The language function for the underlined word “However “is:  

A. opposition           B. consequence          C. addition                       D. report information  

36. Scientists have already developed brain ……………. that improve vision. 

A. implants               B. imbants                  C. emplants                     D. emblants 

36. The correct punctuated sentence is :                                          Arafat Balasmeh 

A. please hurry up,Let’s not risk missing the bus ? 

B. please hurry up. Let’s not risk missing the bus . 

C. Please hurry up. Let’s not risk missing the bus. 

D. Please hurry up? Let’s not risk missing the bus. 

37. After Ali’s accident……..he lay in an unconscious state for two weeks ……… 
A.  . / .                             B.   . / ?                             C.   , /  .                               D.    , /  ! 

38. The sentence that has been written correctly is : 

A. The little girl catches my attention when she sings !she has such a beautiful voice ! 

B. The little girl my attention when voice she catches sings !she has such a beautiful ! 

C.She girl catches my when sings !she has such The little a attention beautiful voice ! 

D. The little my attention beautiful girl when she sings !she has such a catches voice ! 

39. The sentence that has been written correctly is : 

A.Let’s spend our free time doing something  B. Let’s spend our free time doing something  

C. Let’s spend our free time doing something D. Let’s spend our free time doing something  

40. Scientists have successfully invented a …….. hand with a sense of touch. 

A. prosthetic                       B. prosthetik            C. brosthetik            D. brosthetic 

 

                                                         THE END                      ARAFAT BALASMEH  
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